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Ortho2 Announces Edge 3

(Ames, IA) May 31, 2013—Ortho Computer Systems, Inc. announces the release of Edge 3. This new version
of Edge features a myriad of enhanced features and improved functionality designed to optimize the
efficiency of the practice.
The powerful new features within Edge 3 include a newly expanded Scheduler Bar with the addition of a
Sooner if Possible section. Users can now track patients and Doctor Time with the Light Bar in Patient
Tracker, as well as utilizing the ever‐expanding library of reports and integrations throughout Edge.
Edge Animations, which is compatible with Edge, ViewPoint, and can also be used as a standalone
application, can export videos as a WMV file, to disk, to YouTube, or to Facebook. Users can now include a
background WAV or MP3 file to be played in a published video and many videos have a pre‐recorded voice‐
over audio track. Edge 3 also features presentation mode which allows you to mirror portions of the current
screen in a separate window to enable presenting data across multiple monitors as well as a growing library
of animations.
Edge Imaging – for Edge, ViewPoint, and available as a standalone product – features several new tools
including an angle measurement tool which allows you to click three points on the selected image and
measure the angle between them. An annotation measuring tool was also added to tell the distance
between two points.
Premier Imaging, an upgrade to Edge Imaging, added timepoint morphing, creating the ability to select an
image type and seamlessly morph between timepoints to show progress throughout treatment.
Edge offices will also enjoy the ability to copy settings between Edge users, improved overall speed, the
addition of timesaving keyboard shortcuts throughout Edge as well as within Edge modules, plus more
theme color palettes to further customize your experience. The Edge Dashboard has also been expanded to
include new widgets such as a clock, stopwatch, and UserVoice widget, to easily send enhancement requests
directly to Ortho2.
“Edge 3 showcases some exciting new enhancements,” says Dan Sargent, president and co‐founder of
Ortho2. “Every upgrade we make further demonstrates our focus and commitment to helping our
orthodontic partners succeed. We’re working hard to make certain Edge increases efficiency and
profitability for orthodontic practices. It’s part of Ortho2’s proven track record of listening to our customers
and providing innovative solutions for orthodontic practices.”
In addition to offering complete practice management, imaging, and communication systems, Ortho2 also
offers several independent modules including Edge Imaging, Premier Imaging, and Edge Animations.
About Ortho2
Ortho2 is the largest independently owned provider of comprehensive orthodontic practice management
software and has been serving orthodontists exclusively for more than 30 years. Ortho2 is deeply committed
to improving the efficiency and profitability of orthodontic practices through continuous research and
innovation of practice management technologies.
For more information about Ortho2, visit www.ortho2.com.

